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Formerly ‘Adam Slade Interior Textiles’, Swarm Design is a new luxury interiors brand specialising in high-end textiles and products. With a seductively 
dark and enchantingly mysterious style, all of Swarm Design England’s products are exclusively designed and made by hand in Britain.

DARKLY ENCHANTING

Swarm Design’s products are steeped in quirky 
and unexpected motifs, from insects with 
human skulls for heads, to tropical flowers and 
vines hewn from diamond.

“I have always found myself inspired by the 
unusual, the unconventional, the odd and the 
intriguing,” explains Adam Slade, director of 
Swarm Design.

“My work showcases my meticulously drawn 
artwork, taken from all the wonderful and 
interesting things that interest and delight 
me, an eclectic mix of flora, fauna, antiques, 
anatomy and statuary, which in a bizarre 
and slightly surreal way, all connect together 
to form beautiful and unusually enchanting 
narrative scenes in the work.

“Combined with a mix of geometric and 
organic patterns and selective colour, my 
designs capture and radiate my love of the 
weird, the wonderful and the sometimes 
sinister.”

Swarm Design’s Vanishing Silhouette 
lampshades capture Adam’s love of unexpected 
twists perfectly. With the flick of a light-
switch, hidden silhouettes appear within 
the lampshades, adding to and changing the 

design. 
One shade features sinister scarab beetles, 

for a gothic and dramatic interior space, while 
another features an elegant fleur-de-lis that 
appears when illuminated, creating a more 
sophisticated and regal feel.

This technique for creating shadows within 
the shades was discovered by accident by 
director Adam, during his years of study. A few 
scattered intricate paper cuts made by Adam 
were nearly overlooked, hidden under some 
printed samples laid on top of a light-box in 
his university studios.

It was only when Adam turned to the light 
box to continue working that he noticed the 
silhouettes the paper cuts created through 
the cloth once the light box was switched 
on. Inspired, Adam then applied the cuts to 
the inside of a shade, wrapped with printed 
cloth, and this became the beginning of the 
silhouette lampshades.
W swarmdesign.co.uk
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